
PRIME MINISTER

THAMES TV EYE

This minute sets out the arrangements for your interview at

306, Euston Road, tomorrow evening as a result of a substantial

discussion with your interviewer Llew Gardner.

First, the mechanics. You will of course have had the benefit

of your Questions briefing earlier in the day when a line on the

rail issue will almost certainly have been developed. Caroline has

also arranged for me to have half an hour with you from 5.30 for

briefing. You have a drinks party for Industrial Advisory Councils

from 6.30. You are not scheduled to arrive at Thames TV Centre

until 8.45 where make-up facilities will be available. The

broadcast live is at 9.30 for 28 minutes.

You will be met at the studios probably by Hugh Dundas,

Chairman, Brian Cowgill, Managing Director, and Nigel Ryan, Controller

of Programmes, who have invited you for a drink after the interview

(I attach biographies).

I have communicated your point that since you will be wearing

black, navy or plum the set should be pale blue.

Could I remind you that Llew Gardner has asked that if there is

any point you particularly wish to get over he should be told, so

that he can ask the question? He is very conscious that you have

had reservations about him in the past and I am sure that he is

anxious not to offend you further, consistent with his doing a

professional job tomorrow evening.  We  can discuss any particular

point you wish to emphasise at our briefing late tomorrow afternoon.

Inevitably interviews of this kind are geared, at least in part,

to the news of the day and the railway situation is, as of now, the

main item. It will therefore be very important that you have a

clear view of what you propose to say on that issue and I am making

arrangements to keep in close touch with developments during the

evening, should it still be a running story.
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Meanwhile Llew Gardner tells me that he Proposes to approach the

interview as follows:

1. He will start by asking you about the apparent conflict of

views between Ministers and economists about the state of

the Nation. How goes the battle? How do you see it
mid-February  of your third full year of Government?

2. Here he will develop his approach to the economy and

unemp ,ent - and whether you ever in your wildest dreams

feared 3m unemployed - leading into the current political

scene, offering you an opportunity to comment upon the rise

of SDP and the plight of the Labour Party, if you wish to

take it up.

3. We then come to the news-meat of the interview; in the

situation in a week which confronts you with railways, Laker,

De Lorean, Harland and Woolf, British Leyland trucks and

busses and the Times. I doubt whether he will pursue many

of them apart from railways, though much will depend upon the

state of play.

4. He then hopes to turn to foreign affairs, US/Euro relations

and where we fit into them,a.nd also the Trident issue (which

will give you an opportunity to deal with unilateralism). He

has not mentioned the question of the  Mandate  and I have not

prompted him because you may well agree that this is not the

time to raise the temperature.

5. Finally, personal style. Mr Gardner has clearly done a great

deal of research on your speeches and style,and the Brian

Connell interview last weekend (Annex I), has clearly taken

his eye. I think he will basically pursue three points:

(i) How has your confidence grown in the job?

(ii) Are you consciously or unconsciously softening your

originally tough approach? Is your apparently softer

image the consequence of growing confidence or a

deliberate response to the harshness of the times?

(iii) looking back, how have your ideas and attitudes been

influenced by the job?



I think it would be profitless to inflict much briefing on you

in view of Question Time tomorrow. You will be more than adequately

briefed for this kind of interview,leaving aside what you say on

railways. The crucial point is your tone, demeanour, confidence and

style. The more relaxed, confident and quiet (but not subdued) you

can appear, the more convincing the performance is likely to be to

an audience of some 10 million.

Finally, there will be cameras waiting outside the entrance

to the studios filming your arrival and the recording of your

arrival will be used as the introduction to the programme.

Content?

B. INGHAM

17 February 1982
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French  by Georg es Simenon and others.  Addr ess:  28 St
Petersburgb Place, W2.



pHE pervading air of
11 calm domesticity in 10

Downing Street is remark-
able. Polychrome bowls of
spring - fresh polyanthus
decorate the console and
side tables and fill the
handsome Georgian fire-
places, with a backing of
laurel and fern. A mMutinal
lady, T,trs Thatcher is smil-
ing and relaxed, no longer
the distinctly tense, bust-
ling figure of her early
months as Prime Minister.

Has she found herself
gro+ving in office, after the
many apprehensions of the
carp- days? "It is just like
having a new suit, the longer
you wear it the more it fits
lnu. You sort of feel hap-
pier in it. It suits me. What
can I say? I think most
people grow into a job. Most
people gain by coming
through baptismal fire and,
my goodncvs, I have been
through it. You come out
strengthened, really
strengthened. and I do not
find any difficulty in hand-
ling the volume of work at
all, none whatever, but then
I am a worker. My family
were workers-work is our
life. I do not find any diffi-
rulty when I am at inter-
national conferences. On the
contrary, I find one is play-
ing an increasingly significant
role."

This is not so much a half-
term report as a three-fifths-
of-the-way-through-the - term
report, with some 20 to 26
months to go before the next
General Election. What does
the Prime Minister feel she
has accomplished - of -her
original intentions -during
nearly three years in office?

' lt is not for me to judge
my performance. Other
people must fudge that, but
I say right at the outset I
tthink that I am one of
politicians who have b
prepared to consider t e

Near'the end of her-third year  in offic ,-.
the Prime Minister talks frankly to
;BRIAN CONNELL about the  Govern ent

long-term' future of • our very much more difficulty self are getting ac{ss'o n
country as;well as the short tan.we are today. message to them \Ve`d
term. I am not prepared to "Thirdly, we h a v-e all making representations tc
sacrifice the long-term merely achieved an understanding the United States along siini
to try to get artificial results that eompetition is better for tar lines, saying, ' Lk, it it
in the short term that would the consumer than monopoly your economy, and wetotaf
not last. - a realisation that the real agree with you. We have got

" I am not prepared to cut difficulties now for business to get inflation dayn. Da
and run in the middle to try and for the people are com- consider the metod by
to make it Book all right, ing from monopoly indus- which you get it down be-
when I know that I would be tries, which are not'so effi• cause it affects us pd our
creating the kind of bubble dent and not gctitng their capacity to defend gur way
that would burst. It is that costs down per' unit to the if life.' That is the most im
which will break the mould same extent as the private portant thing of all."
of British polities, turning sector. British Telecom are At 'a time when Francj
away from the soft option to responding. Where you have a P'm talks of lower sllfndard's
bring people hard up against nationalised industry that has out living and the long haul,
the responsibilities of democ- to compete, they are bringing Nicholas Ridley at t h e.

. I am not prepared to sacrifice the long-
term to try to get artificial results
in the short term that would not last,

9 Simple, honest money...an honest day's
work for an honest day's pay.  ,

racy. George Bernard Shaw their costs down, Jut quiZk-
said:'Freedom incurs respon- steel, British Airways-so
sibility, that is why'so many that is working too.
men fear it.' I do not fear The fourtih thing I would
it; it is the only way that say is that every society
democracy and freedom will which has human rights is a
continue, society which has private

" So what have we property rights. A man who
achieved in the first three has got something behind
years? First, a very broad, him is a man .of indepen-
mueh wider realisation. To dense. That is why the recent
put it in simple terms, that Norwich case on selling coun-
pennies do not come from cil houses to people was so
heaven. They have to be important. • This is the first
earned here on  earth.  .step  on the ladder to capital
Secondly, a general realisa- ownership.
tion that we were absolutely . " We are very anxious for
right to put so much empha- people to become a capital-
sis on law and order. If we owning democracy. This, in
had not made certain that an increasingly prosperous
the police were properly society is the way I see One,
l f a paid ' wg 'oLci is  totals  cient and competitive,

p the` i& conplEe`•
pp`poe •  to

having given  enormous e`
to the 1 w  houlde in •nationalisation:ationalisa - couragement to small  buse•_'¢i° _ __- ti on means no one .  owns uesses-they have now got

t e a obn o money'
they are receivitig.in un-tp
.,toyed pat  and  social security

we would have to find would
be the materials, the super-
vision and the premises.
Maybe that would be pos-
sible. But to suggest to them
that they work for that-I
am afraid they just simply
would not. Indeed, as you
know, there are a number of
jobs for which people will
not come forward because
they reckon they receave
more on social security."

more books in schools, for m positions of power and
more scanners in hospitals- ` could have put into practice

their principles  and values ." ,,."
'• I can only say, 'look,

those of us who are employed lion
She

of
da Cabinet the

meeting
ova•

and have a reasonable have  an  early preview  of the a^ 1
standard of living-don'twe t

can
you Chancellor's budget pro-

think that
p
perhaps we

to ;

take
as a resounding suc- „w

lake upe. view that  it  as  in cess . Is stye carrying a
part
unemployed

to wse goingwhether
to

thgete
united Gabinet Into the elec

jjoobsbs,
,

because
r
everyone iss

a
a tion run-up with her? "Yes,bece

part of society,  everyone  has
Yes• „ Very firmly, joyously, t

some responsibility  to a; free delightedly, "Yes."

With workers in private society.'. As you know, ,I  do She  shows no  signs of

industry quiescent in their not take the full amount that strain. Her face is unlined,

wage demands during. the I could myself because one her demeanour buoyant

current recession, is the tries to • do it by way of much more ready to laugh

relative inability of the Gov- example. and 'gesticulate than form-
erly What are the well-

ernment to hold down public
sector pay a reproach? The
Prime Minister still prefers  Not wholly
;persuasion and an appeal to 1
reason:  succeed d...

springs of her extraordinarv
physical and mental resili-
ence?

"I had the most marvel-
lous upbringing; it stayed

•' There is out fundamental " This is the message I have with me the rest of my life.
message. If we are not having got to get across. We have It was, 1 always thought, a
an increase in output as a not w h o 1 l.y succeeded, very tough upbringing. l was
whole and some group -of because everyone thinks of taught from my early years
p e o p l e can't get more, themselves as a special case. at school, taught by my 4
there is only one place it can ]n the end we all depend on father, to make up my own
come from and that is the the prosperity of manufac mind about my views, to . "
pockets of other people. This tuning a n d , commercial say, ' This is what I believe a
is the fact of the matter. It industry. because their in, this is what I am going to ,
does not come from Govern- prosperity brims over when do.' Then you perhaps find
merit. The real difficulty is, we have it and that is what : that maybe the crowd comes ..,
if for the same amount of enables the public sector to with you. But never go with -'; I
service in the public sector have a better standard of • the, crowd for the sake  of ••,I
we have to pay more, it takes living " going with he crowd-never,
money which we gh avt never, never. My goodness, it •

ild buzz of ex- "Th is a mereallocated for  capital Yscidla was hard as a young person; - '

in the public sector,the  extra . •ture,  for construction, forpectation in Downing Street it was hard, but it was right" . ,

"' ''tything, the best  package of  measures
I have been  absolutely

thrilled with the way in which
people have come forward to
help Freddie Laker. They
recognise an enterprising
roan . They say, ' We believe
in enterprise,  come on, we
are going  to risk  our money
and savings  to help .' That is
a fantastic message for an
enterprising society.

"When  I talk to people
face to face  I find they
realise that  what we are do-
ing is fundamentally sound
and that it will bear fruit in
the future. When it comes to
the next election - and I
think things will be better by
then-we are  not going to
do anything which suddenly
creates an artificial bubble
that will burst. That would
he totally wrong.

"Look what happened just
before 1974. Sudden refla

through the roof. What
resentment people felt! We
got a secondary bank ml-
lapse-we still have not come
out of that wholly yet. Never
that way again.

"Yes, painful in the
shorter term. In the longer
run it will prove better for
our people-simple, honest
money, an honest day's work
for an honest day's pay, serv-
ing the customer because
with him lie your future jobs.
Honour all of these things.
That is more likely to pro-
duce more jobs, more pros-
perity, more likely to give us,
Great Britain, more influence
in world affairs."

Suspended between the
international repercussions of
President Reagan's  high.
deficit  budget and the tight
options' open to Sir Geoffrey
Howe next month, could she
not reasonably feel somewhat
beleaguered and beset?

•• No, I never feel be-
leaguered, because there are
so many people both in this
country and the world over
who believe the same things
I do. The United States
budget has a high deficit. It
is not high proportionately to
their GDP [Gross Domestic
Product], but high for them
because, of course, they are
a country  that does not have
such a big proportion of sav-
ings. They tend to be big
spenders.

"So yes, their deficit will
have an effect on us, but I
think they recognise the need
to consider the problems of
Europe in their financial mat-
ters, and I also believe that
they are  very much aware
that high interest rates dam-
age their economy, too.

"My impression is that our
European colleagues and my-

TrFasury points to a„l0 pgd
cent growth in manpfactur-
ing productivity or th
year and says that t1-e G
has got its figures+TOtig,
while John MacGregct 1n•
duslry asserts that more
new firms are being founded
than are going bankrupt
What are our immediate
prospects amid, sucli
incopsistencies?  L

"They are all look„a
the same figures. Sap
looking at the  things win
are happening novlt
putting great emphasis
stress on that .  Som,,at
saying,  ' Yes, I ontt
agree; that is encou 'ag
but there is still a ltft°th
needs to be done.' Ty a
not really inconsisteh,t,'-a
more inconsistent that,
if your have a  cup of 'til
in front of you, you cep  To
at it as half full qr he
empty.. What I think, ha
pened is that Franc S Ii
made that same
several times before a d
one has taken any npti`
of it.

Package for #be
tis a greasecuri ? There

small; firms  deal o fallacy in this argu-
went.

'theWe are going in
d' b , b nm g

- ,

• . .-  at  the latest Ladbroke odds,
1frl i& 1. - quoting the Conservatives as ,

. favourites to win • the next
P - ' ``••+ - (" y' election (at odds  of l]-B) and

l i( _ , . - .c;c (P Mrs Thatcher top of the list
! to be the Prime Minister six.L 1 fl « weeks after that (at odds of '

- • 'I. 9-0). How does she appraise

/
4 c _ I the threat from the Social .;

qa Democrats?
ft ,;'•:, ,--_- "In the longer run you •;"4
..

--s_ have  to/make up your mind . K
what you believe in. I haven't m

. ' ) ! -seen they have any beliefs .4
/•I  I - yet. I-have not seen -they

have any principles. _ I have "f
not seen they have any .• oooa S.

, (,[[ 1 •-  policies . -If youaretto stand :.
J6  (` y/r for politics you are op and\\\ ,ails  a I

I ,lL for something, be re oral
to • say  what that is and

' •

.________/

'= •v proclaim it, not practise
(', ` followership.

+ - ' "It Bs for the electorate to >.
fh h lld i-.

_
et er to o ow and1 deci e  w

II , - ; believe in this .  I do not seef 7!< . the prospect of principles, _•., •M
._ values or policies stemming!

• - _ from that miscellaneous .. I
collection of people, some of ..; r

ThR many faces of Margaret Thatcher , as teen by Garland  whom did not stay within the
Labour party when they were

they can get a job in the
future . Let us be clear about
it, the majority of them have,
but of course  we are going
through tllroe,years when we
have  very heavy numbers of
school-leavers because of the
birth-rate bulge in the early
Sixties' - last year it was
902,000 people reaching the
age of '16.

"I must equally say to you
that employers have spent a
long time beCom i c effirient.
That efficiency, cutting their
costs, is vital to their future.
I cannot aslq ;them to become
inefficient  again  by taking on
more people than their costs
can bear, e@ause that would
be und&mipling the very 23
million jobs that we have in
the ec-on'o * already.

"Suppose' were to take,
say, half that money-that £5
billion--and  'say, ' All right,
I am riot gtt ng to  pay it to
you, I $m going to put it out
to co ru ion.' W h a t
would appe.n to supporting
the em$oyed and the
people wllo are on social

erection eco h t f that

f ro m the Govern ment of
almost any country in fRworld.  That really is what
gives better prospects for
employment in the yeaps to
come .  Efficient industries,
recotiefing . pro fitabiljty-we
must continue going that
direction , +i+; .

" We have made it per-
fectly clear that we must help
those who are badly hit by
the world recession .  We must
help particularly. the young.
We are way ,  way ahead of
countries like Germany in
having our  package of special
measures.

"The general direction to
go in is to see  that com-
panies  stay competitive, that
they are able to build up pro-
fits so that they  can invest.
have  all the incentives to get
a really enterprising society,
so that people are willing to

does mean seeing that they
will get the benefits of the
results of their  own  work.

"With the co-operation of
industry, commerce and Gov-
ernment, we are all in a very
much more competitive posi-
tion than we were. There-
fore we are much more
soundly based to expand in
the future. That means that
all the hidden unemployment
which they had in so many
of their concerns has come
out of industry and com-
merce with the redundancies
and has come on to my un-
employment register." -
Even so, at the outset of

her term of office, surely the
Prime Minister could never
have envisaged the present
total of three million people
out of work? The cost of
their maintenance and exclu-
sion from the' productive
economy was estimated in
ithe last House of Commons
debate by Eric Varley at £12
billion .a  year. Is there not
a case'for re-directing part of
this. dead money to finance
public works or subsidies to
private employers?

" Well, of course, the £12
billion is calculated on a
phoney basis, as we know.
It is based not only on what
you pay out in unemploy-
ment benefit and social
security, but a calculation of
the tax you don't get in, etc.
That is an absolutely absurd
way to calculate it. The
argument is totally fallacious.
What you have got to do is
'to take the amount that you
pay. out in unemployment
benefit and in social security
and the amount on rent and
rate rebates-that at the
moment comes to about £5
billion. -.
\" In part, we are already
operating a subsidy scheme
for the younger person. The
most depressing thing of all
for youngsters coming out of
school is looking  to see if


